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Select the ICIS price assessments you want to view. This will also drive the data you see in the price history and market updates boxes.

Chart and export price history data using your preferred currency and units. Build trends giving you a view of where prices might be heading.

Search related news stories by date and content.

Click through to view your ICIS price reports without leaving the dashboard screen.

View alerts and read related breaking news stories on your screen.

How the ICIS Dashboard service can benefit you...

- Quick and easy access to all your ICIS subscription information in one place
- View benchmark pricing data, related news and analysis in a single screen
- See all related information. Select the price you’re interested in and the screen can show you related price history and news information
- Market updates keep you up to speed with events affecting the price
- Price alerts and analysis give you the price data you need to stay ahead of the market
- Access a snap shot view of historical and forecast data on supply and demand to help predict future prices, safeguard your investments and support your strategic plans
- Your one-stop view of pricing and market data helping you to make the best commercial decisions

Interested in finding out more? Contact the sales team in your region or visit our website www.icis.com/about/dashboard
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In today’s fast-moving world, you need quick and easy access to the information you rely on. ICIS has developed the ICIS Dashboard service that has the capability to give you ready access to its price quotes, news and historical and forecast information all in one place.

The ICIS Dashboard sets a new standard for the delivery of chemical, energy and fertilizer intelligence.

The dashboard allows you easily to switch between the different ICIS chemical, energy and fertilizer products you subscribe to and filter information you most want to see.

Use the dashboard to build your own view of the pricing information and analysis that’s important to you.

• Use the market updates to keep pace with developments, making sure you know about any events affecting prices.

• Price alerts and data you need to stay ahead of the market and optimise your business’s profitability.

• Examine a snap shot view of historical and forecast data on supply and demand to help predict future prices, safeguard your investments and support your strategic plans.

The dashboard can give you the data you need to gauge where prices are now and heading in the future.

The ICIS Dashboard is your window on the chemical, energy and fertilizer markets, helping you to find the information you need, when you need it.

It’s the fast-track route into the chemical, energy and fertilizer markets you need and your one-stop view of all the pricing information and market data you need to support your commercial decisions.

To find out more or request a trial of the ICIS Dashboard service, contact us:
Visit our website www.icis.com/about/dashboard
Talk to our sales team:
Email: csc@icis.com